
Wednesday 22nd April 2020.                                   Lo: To write a non-chronological report. 
   
       Pandora discovered 
   
Location. 
  Danger, peace and diversity. Just three words to 
 describe one of the most incredible wonders of the 
 universe.Located 4.4 light years away from earth 
pandora ‘s solar system (Alpha Sentory) is visible 
from earth’s Southern hemisphere making it our  
nearest stellar neighbour. Along with other planets, 
Pandora orbits around Polaphimes ( a gas giant)  
which is the same size as Saturn. 
 
Animals. 
In Pandora there is a wide range of animal: a lot of them are a species called the 6 limbed hexapons(flying, 
purple birds with 6 wings);the humanoide Na’vi (a group of creatures that are 9-10 feet tall, blue and look a 
bit like humans);there is also a species called the Diarhorse (6 legged and are used by the Na’vi for hunting 
and trekking);the Banshy, which is also used for hunting;the Titanahorus ;Viper wolves and finally the 
Thanator, the fiercest land predator in the whole of Pandora. All of these animals are unique in their own 
way; from snouts to dagger like teeth or leather wings, every single one makes Pandora a beautiful 
sanctuary or paradise. However fierce they are, there will always be their sweet side hidden underneath. 
   
                              Appearance and Lifestyle.  
In Pandora, the Na’vi go hunting at day on either a Diarhorse or on a Banshy. Banshys are used for  
hunting in the air. At night Pandora glows because every single living organism in Pandora has 
bioluminescent qualities including the water, trees and all of the animals with other bright  
lights shining off the soil and mud. It is a beautiful array.  In this wonder planet each animal has a 

different  lifestyle and habitat. The Thanator (for example) is a 
fierce predator when looking for food to give to his family and lives 
in the depths of the forest.   
  
 
 
 
 



 
Religion. 
 The Na’vi are very religious. Every day they worship at the Vetria Remunon-the tree of souls. This 
tree is extremely sacred to the Na’vi because they believe that it is the heart of the deep 
connection between all life. This tree has the same shape as a weeping willow but it is white and at 
night glows purple. The Vetria 
Remunon disperses its living 
seeds with ease due to the fact 
that they can float/fly. These 
white and purple seeds look like 
miniature jellyfish and cover the 
fresh air 
with their magnificent colours.    
 
 
 
  

 
 
Pandora has many miraculous features making it a 
picturesque paradise.   


